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Abstract

State-space search is paramount for intelligent decision mak-
ing when long-term thinking is needed. We introduce dom-
inance and contrastive analysis methods, which enable rea-
soning about the relative advantages among different courses
of action. This re-shapes how agents reason and leads to new
families of state-space search algorithms.

Content
Automated Planning deals with sequential decision mak-
ing (Ghallab, Nau, and Traverso 2004) where agents must
find the best strategy in order to achieve their goals and/or
maximize their reward, given their knowledge about the en-
vironment. In this context, state-space search techniques are
widely used due to their ability to plan ahead, considering
the consequences of multiple courses of action. The search
is guided with evaluation functions, assigning each state a
numerical value that estimates how good it is, according to
the agent’s goals. Multiple algorithms illustrate the success
of the state-space search paradigm, such as A∗ (e.g., for clas-
sical planning) or Monte Carlo Tree Search (e.g., for online
decision making on adversarial environments). Hence, re-
defining how search algorithms reason about the state space
can have a huge impact across multiple sub-areas in AI and
beyond.

Despite their variety, most search algorithms share the as-
sumption that search nodes must be evaluated independently
of each other. Instead, I propose to guide the search by rea-
soning about the relative advantages and disadvantages of
the already explored states. For example, dominance anal-
ysis techniques directly compare states to identify if one is
as good as another. This can be used for dominance prun-
ing where search nodes are discarded if they correspond to
worse paths than others (Torralba and Hoffmann 2015).

More generally, comparing states is a new source of infor-
mation beyond evaluation/heuristic functions. Search algo-
rithms can use these methods to better understand the struc-
ture of the underlying state space being explored. I coin the
term contrastive analysis to refer to this general setting.

Broadly speaking, there are two questions to consider.
First, how states can be compared? We can go beyond identi-
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fying states that are strictly better than others. To begin with,
we can also quantify how much better/worse a state is (Tor-
ralba 2017), or even compare states under any notion of “ad-
vancing towards the goal” (Torralba 2018). Next steps are to
compare states in terms of their advantages even when one
is not as good as another in all aspects.

Second, how search algorithms can utilize this infor-
mation? Several uses have been suggested beyond domi-
nance pruning, such as identifying irrelevant actions (Tor-
ralba and Kissmann 2015), identifying actions that are guar-
anteed to start an optimal plan on a given state (Torralba
2017), identifying search nodes from which we can safely
restart our search (Torralba 2018), or approximating whether
the new state has any benefit beyond those explored previ-
ously (Groß, Torralba, and Fickert 2020). A more general
question, however, is how to make the most out of this in-
formation. This may require to introduce completely new
search algorithms that are able to reason about the explored
region of the search space in new ways. Studying the opti-
mal efficiency of current algorithms was a starting point in
this direction (Torralba 2021).

In conclusion, contrastive analysis techniques introduce
new ways to reason about the relative outcomes of actions.
This leads to new families of search algorithms that can have
an impact on AI areas where long-term thinking is important
such as planning, game playing, and reinforcement learning.
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